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QGIS 3.4.4 crash at opening
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Status:

Closed

Priority:

Normal

Assignee:
Category:

Unknown

Affected QGIS version:3.4.4

Regression?:

No

Operating System:

Easy fix?:

No

Pull Request or Patch supplied:
No

Resolution:

invalid

Crashes QGIS or corrupts
No data:

Copied to github as #: 28924

Description
hi,
I’m using a macbook pro with high Sierra
I installed 3.4.4 and it didn’t open, on the crash window I saw that it was looking for GEOS.framework 3 I checked and I have the 3B
version so I change the name and re-launch then it was looking for the version 3B ;)
I went to Kyngchaos and took the last GDAL package and the old geos.framework 3.6.1-1 install the whole things and it works ;)
I still have 2 issues though.
- the ‘save project’ box coming out of the blue even no project is open, so I disable it from the preference panel.
- when georeferencing with Qgis window full screen if I use the map canvas to place my point the window closes and Qgis don’t crash
and close but I loose the control of it and I have to force quit. If I do the same not on full screen the window still close but I can re-open it
from the dock and access the map then the same thing happen with the next point if I use the map canvas button to place my point.
hoping I’m clear enough, if not, ask and I’ll go in more details
Have a nice day
Patrick

History
#1 - 2019-01-26 11:37 AM - Giovanni Manghi
- Resolution set to invalid
- Status changed from Open to Closed

You report here different issues, and each one should be filed in its own ticket. Please also search the tracker before filing a ticket, one reporting the same
issue could be already open. Thanks.
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